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ADHESIVE TAPES
All of our adhesive tapes are chosen on the basis of quality and reliability. We 
refuse to accept inferior cheaper options.

   Gaffer Tape Flints stocks 
a consistently high quality 
gaffer tape. By far our biggest 
selling gaffer tape is the 
popular 50 mm wide version 
which we stock in black, white 
and silver. We also hold stocks 

of these colours in 25 mm, 75 mm and 100 mm wide rolls. We offer a 
substantial discount on box quantities of gaffer tape. Order your gaffer 
tape from Flints and we promise not to phone every week asking if you 
need more. Box quantities may be mixed colours on all widths. 
Thickness: 300 microns. Adhesive: 100% natural rubber. Adhesion to steel: 4.9 N/10 mm. 
Elongation at break: 10.5 %. Tensile strength: 53 N/10 mm.  

25 mm Gaffer Tape Good for tidying cables. 
35 mm Gaffer Tape [50 m]  width code   price   48 rolls+

Black       25 mm TAP010  £3.24   £2.75
White       25 mm TAP011   £3.24   £2.75
Silver       25 mm TAP012  £3.24   £2.75
50 mm Gaffer Tape The industry standard.

50 mm Gaffer Tape [50 m]  width code   price   24 rolls+
Black       50 mm TAP020  £5.35   £5.10
White       50 mm TAP021  £5.35   £5.10
Silver       50 mm TAP022  £5.67   £5.10
75 mm Gaffer Tape Good for large emergency repair tasks.

75 mm Gaffer Tape [50 m]  width code   price   16 rolls+
Black       75 mm TAP030  £7.56   £6.80
White       75 mm TAP031  £7.42   £6.68
Silver       75 mm TAP032  £7.56   £6.80
100 mm Gaffer Tape There’s trouble when this arrives on stage!

100 mm Gaffer Tape [50 m]  width code   price   12 rolls+
Black       100 mm TAP035  £9.36   £8.42
White       100 mm TAP036  £9.00   £8.10
Silver       100 mm TAP037  £9.00   £8.10

Advance Matt Gaffer A very high 
quality tape with a non-reflective surface. 
Used mainly in the film, television, video and 
photographic industries. Sometimes referred 
to as camera tape. Can be written on.

Adhesion to steel: 4 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 8 %. Tensile strength: 85 N/10 mm.

Advance Matt [50 m]    width code   price   24 rolls+
Black      50 mm TAP024  £13.45   £11.99
White      50 mm TAP025  £13.45   £11.99

Advance Matt [50 m]    width code   price   48 rolls+
Black      25 mm TAP026  £6.25   £5.55
White      25 mm TAP027  £6.25   £5.55

Standard Matt Gaffer Very popular. 
Priced between the Advance Matt Gaffer and 
our standard Gaffer Tape so it can be used 
more often without draining the consumables 
budget.   

Adhesion to steel: 3.52 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 10.5 %. Tensile strength: 59 N/10 mm.
Standard Matt [50 m]    width code   price   24 rolls+

Black       50 mm TAP040  £7.34   £6.13
White      50 mm TAP041  £7.34   £6.13

Magtape® Back 2 Black 
This tape is black on both sides, 
with a black adhesive underside 
and matt black, low-reflection 
outer surface. Makes onstage 
joints virtually unnoticeable and 
is very discrete when applied to 
blackout fabrics and black stage 
sets and props. Has minimal 
light penetration, with excellent 
adhesion but also very good 
removability.

Magtape Back 2 Black [50 m] width code   price
Black      50 m TAP028AB £8.08

Gaf-fire  A high quality self-
extinguishing gaffer tape which 
complies with BS 5867: 1980 Part 2 
Type B. Available in black only. 

Gaf-fire [25 m]     width code    price
Black      50 mm TAPGF020  £12.21

Coloured Matt Gaffer A 
superb quality matt tape in glorious 
colours! Leaves no residue. 
Adhesion to steel: 4 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 
16%. Tensile strength: 85 N/10 mm.

Coloured Matt Gaffer Tape [50 m] width code   price   18 rolls+
                      may be mixed colours
Yellow      50 mm  TAP046A  £10.26   £9.26
Red       50 mm TAP047A  £10.26   £9.26
Blue       50 mm  TAP048A  £10.26   £9.26
Green      50 mm TAP049A  £10.26   £9.26

Period Drama Matt Gaffer 
Tape A quality matt gaffer tape used 
to discreetly cover up modern wiring, 
for use in period dramas

Adhesion to steel: 8.7 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 
5%. Tensile strength: 87.56 N/10 mm.

Period Drama Matt Gaffer Tape  width code   price   16 rolls+
Tan             25 mm  TAP044A  £6.70 £5.76
Brown      25 mm  TAP042A  £6.70 £5.76

Period Drama Matt Gaffer Tape  width code   price   16 rolls+
Tan       50 mm TAP045A  £13.38 £12.26
Brown      50 mm TAP043A  £13.38 £12.26
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Black Gorilla Tape It claims to be 
the “Toughest on Planet Earth®”. It’s double 
layer of adhesive makes this a very strong 
cloth tape which can stick to the most porous 
roughest surfaces such as brick. It is also 
all-weatherproof which makes it great for 
exterior use. All that and it can still be torn 
by hand! 

Adhesion to steel: 9.4 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 21%. Tensile strength: 89 N/10 mm.

Black Gorilla Tape length width code    price 
   11 m   48 mm TAPGTB11   £5.83

Dense Black Textile Tape Like 
the unbleached cloth tape but in a truly 
dense very matt black colour. Highly tear 
resistant and very flexible and conformable. 

Good adhesion even to rough or oily surfaces. Useful for securing and 
repairing serge and bolton masking. 
Adhesion to steel: 3.6 N/10 mm.  Elongation at break 12%. Tensile strength: 120 N/10 mm.

Dense Black Textile Tape [50 m] width code      price 
       25 mm TAP106     £14.12
       50 mm TAP107    £27.35

Unbleached Cloth Tape Self-
adhesive unbleached cloth tape, with a 
wide range of uses from fabric repairs to 
marking out and labelling. This tape takes 

paint well and is often used for binding armature wire on foliage projects. 
Tear resistant. 
Thickness 0.28 mm. Adhesion to steel 2.2 N/10 mm, Tensile strength 70 N/10 mm. 

Unbleached Cloth Tape [50 m] width code   price   48 rolls+
       25 mm TAP100  £4.59   £4.16
       50 mm TAP101   £8.69   £7.83

Fluorescent Cloth Tape Seriously 
gaudy. Excellent for warning of edges, 
overhanging pipes, and head obstructions. 
Can be written on with marker pens. 
Matt quality. Thickness: 280 microns. Adhesive: 
100% natural rubber. Adhesion to steel: 3.5 N/10 mm. 
Elongation at break: 9%. Tensile strength: 70 N/10 mm. 

Fluorescent Tape [25 m]      code  25 mm  code 50 mm
Orange         TAPFT1 £7.42  TAPFT5 £12.63
Pink          TAPFT2 £7.42  TAPFT6 £12.63
Yellow         TAPFT3 £7.42  TAPFT7 £12.63
Green         TAPFT4 £7.42  TAPFT8 £12.63

Chromakey Tape These tapes provide 
high luminance values and colour saturation 
for keying effects. They colour match the 
Rosco

Thickness: 292 microns. Adhesion to steel: 5.4 N/10 mm. 
Tensile strength: 87 N/10 mm.

Chromakey Matt Gaffer Tape [50 m]      code   price
Chromakey Green     48 mm   ROS571115050 £26.80
Chromakey Blue      48 mm   ROS571015050 £26.80

6 mm Matt Marking Out Tape
Four neutral, three vibrant and four neon 
colours. 
Thickness: 279 microns. Adhesive: synthetic rubber. 
Adhesion to steel: 8.7 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 5%. 
Tensile strength: 87.56 N/10 mm. 

6 mm Matt Marking Out Tape [22.86 m]        24+
colour        code          price     colour          code          price       box
Black       TAP6MMBL   £2.11    Brown        TAP6MMBR  £2.11   £1.89
Blue        TAP6MMEB  £2.11    Grey          TAP6MMGR  £2.11   £1.89
Red        TAP6MMRE  £2.11    White         TAP6MMWH  £2.11 £1.89
Yellow       TAP6MMYE  £2.11                                       £1.89

6 mm Fluorescent Matt Marking Out Tape [22.86 m]     24+
Fluo Green  TAP6MMFG   £2.11    Fluo Orange  TAP6MMFO  £2.11   £1.89
Fluo Pink    TAP6MMFP   £2.11    Fluo Yellow   TAP6MMFY   £2.11   £1.89

12 mm Gloss Marking Out Tape 
Ideal for marking up rehearsal rooms. Rodger 
Neate approved. Box quantities may be 
mixed colours.
Thickness: 190 microns. Adhesion to steel: 4.78 N/10 mm. 
Tensile strength: 31.6 N/10 mm. 

12 mm Gloss Marking Out Tape [50 m]          96 rolls+
colour        code          price     colour          code          price     box
Black       TAP001       £2.32    White         TAP002      £2.32    £1.87
Silver       TAP003      £2.24    Red           TAP004      £2.32    £1.87
Blue        TAP005      £2.32    Yellow        TAP006      £2.32    £1.87
Green       TAP008      £2.24    

12 mm Spike Tapes A popular choice for marking out tape, 
they have a matt cloth surface, perfect for writing on. It is strong, 
durable and has good weather-ability. Adheres to almost any clean, 
dry surface and removes residue free. In a large range of colours it’s 
a handy little tape to have for photo shoots, colour coding purposes, 
decorative creative projects, as well as stage blocking. All rolls are 12 
mm wide and 5.49 m long. Fluorescent colours are also available in a 
mixed pack of five as well as individually.

Thickness: 279 microns. Adhesive: synthetic rubber. Adhesion to steel: 8.7 N/10 mm. Elongation 
at break: 5%. Tensile strength: 87.56 N/10 mm. 

12 mm Spike Tapes         code   price
Black                     TAPST12BK £1.98 
White                     TAPST12WH £1.98
Red                       TAPST12RD £1.98
Yellow                    TAPST12YW £1.98
Blue                      TAPST12BL £1.98
Green                     TAPST12GR £1.98
Grey                      TAPST12GY £1.98
Brown                    TAPST12BR £1.98
Fluorescent Yellow      TAPST12FY £1.98
Fluorescent Orange     TAPST12FO £1.98
Fluorescent Pink        TAPST12FP £1.98
Fluorescent Blue        TAPST12FB £1.98
Fluorescent Green       TAPST12FG £1.98

12 mm Fluorescent Spike Tapes Pack      code   price
Mixed pack of five (colours above)               TAPFT125            £9.70
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Check out Stage Marks on page 362 - the simpler, 
easier way to mark out a floor! Rod from our 
customer services team was blown away, and 
can’t believe how much time they will save! 
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Masking Tape Good quality, suitable for a range of painting tasks. 
This tape has a strong enough adhesion to stick directly onto canvas so 
it is popular for marking out mortar lines for scenic brickwork as well 
as all general scenic use. When used indoors it will give residue-free 
removal for up to three days. Adhesion level: medium/high. Adhesion to steel 3 
N/10mm. Elongation at break: 10%. Tensile strength: 33 N/10mm.

Masking Tape [50 m]    width code   price   per box
 12 mm TAP050  £0.72  144+ £0.62
 19 mm TAP051  £0.93  96+ £0.72
 25 mm TAP052  £1.21  72+ £0.97
 38 mm TAP053  £1.83  48+ £1.42
 50 mm TAP054  £2.53  36+ £1.92
 75 mm TAP055  £3.74  24+ £3.08

      100 mm TAP056  £4.96  18+ £4.07

3M Blue Painter’s Tape This really 
is a very superior product. It is easily 
removable from most surfaces without 
leaving any residue up to 14 days after 
application. It can be used indoors or outside. 

It gives a crisp edge resisting paint creep. The adhesive is sufficiently 
strong to adhere well to door handles and awkward fittings. Use it on 
those special jobs such as masking wood graining and varnish work. 
Adhesion level: medium. Adhesion to steel: 2.56 N/10 mm. Tensile strength: 48 N/10 mm.

3M Blue Longlife [54.8 m]     width   code   price
          25 mm  TAP2090 £4.50

Low Tack Masking Tape Designed 
for painting on delicate surfaces. We have 
been to great lengths to source a low tack 
tape with a distinctive colour so it doesn’t 

get muddled up with standard masking tape. The tape will not pull paint 
off properly prepared surfaces. Suitable for use on many wall coverings. 
Adhesion level: low. Adhesion to steel: 1.3 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 4 %. Tensile strength: 
25 N/10 mm.

Low Tack [50 m]        width   code   price
          24 mm   TAP045N £5.65

Precision Masking Tape with 
Longlife Removal The combination of the extra-
thin high-quality backing material and the 
outstanding special acrylic adhesive 

formulation allows easy removability up to 5 months after application. 
This enables multiple working processes in only one covering process. 
This tape is suited for almost all indoor painting applications and even 
for spatula application techniques. It is especially suited when a 
precise razor-sharp paint edge is needed. Adhesion level: low. Adhesion to steel: 
1.9 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 4%. Tensile strength: 30 N/10 mm.

Precision/Longlife [50 m]     width   code   price
          25 mm  TAP4334  £5.52

Precision Masking Tape for Delicate 
Surfaces A low tack, washi masking tape made 
from Japanese rice paper, provides safe and 
secure hold, even on slightly structured 
surfaces. It is especially suited for indoor 
applications when a precise razor-sharp 
paint edge is needed. Great for delicate 
surfaces. Does not leave tape residue. 
Translucent backing for accurate positioning. 

Can remain in place for up to 7 days indoors. Adhesion level: low. Adhesion to 
steel: 0.5 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 5%, Tensile strength: 32 N/10 mm.

Precision for Delicate Surfaces [50 m]    width   code   price
          25 mm  TAP4333  £6.17

Masking Tape for Curves This heavily 
creped tape has a very high stretch capacity 
allowing it to be used around tight corners. 
Its conformability makes it also useful for 
masking awkward fittings. When using the 
tape for curves it is the outside stretched 

edge that forms the neat line while the inside edge tends to pucker. 
Adhesion level: high. Adhesion to steel: 4.5 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 58%. Tensile 
strength: 28 N/10 mm.

Masking Tape for Curves [25 m]    width   code   price
          19 mm    TAPM220 £4.37

Black Masking Tape for Model Makers 
This tape is ideal for securing model boxes 
made from Black Foam Board [page 96]. It 
forms a very neat fixing which can be easily 
scalpelled through to aid transportation. 
Widely used by photographers for sealing 

light leaks. Easy removal even after long periods. 
Adhesion to steel: 4 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 6%. Tensile strength: 32 N/10 mm.

Black Masking Tape for Model Makers [50 m] width   code   price
          25 mm  TAP150  £4.53
          50 mm  TAP151  £9.06

Frogtape Designed for use with emulsion paint, Frogtape can 
be used to create crisp lines, minimising paint bleed. Available in 
a multi-surface and a delicate version. The multi-surface tape will 
adhere to wood, glass, metal and stone and can be used for most 
paint applications. The delicate tape is recommended for decorative 
painting and can be applied to freshly painted materials or sensitive 
surfaces.

Frogtape      width  code  list price
Multi-surface     24 mm  TAPFROGM24 £6.75 £5.32
Multi-surface     36 mm  TAPFROGM36 £7.89 £6.39
Delicate      24 mm  TAPFROGD24 £7.07 £5.51
Delicate      36 mm  TAPFROGD36 £8.22 £6.62

Tradeline 
qty     price
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purple!

It’s 
pink!

MASKING TAPES

Masking Tapes
We stock a wider range of products to suit all your needs. Our standard 
masking tape will happily stick to canvas. We have listed the adhesion 
strengths so you can choose tapes for delicate surfaces and we also stock 
some high precision tapes for those perfect crisp graphic stripes [top 
tip, paint the tape in the base colour first for a really crisp finish]. All the 
tapes are different colours so they won’t get mixed up in your tool box. 
Remember for best results remove the tape while the paint is tacky and 
pull away from the paint surface at 45°. If your tape needs to remain in 
place for long periods choose the yellow or blue types designed to be 
removed without leaving residue after periods up to 5 months!

4.0

It’s 
blue!

It’s 
beige!

3.0

It’s 
yellow!

FROGTAPE

Frogtapes
We always have requests for Frog Tape as a familiar brand name however 
we find it pales in comparison to our precision masking tapes (both for 
long-life removal and for delicate surfaces). Also, it comes in totally 
unnecessary plastic packaging, so we’re not fans of its poor environmental 
credentials. 
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PVC Tape An essential tape to 
have handy! Our PVC tape is fire 
retardant to BS 3924 31/90 Tp. 
Available in three different sizes 
(19 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm). 19 mm 
is the industry standard width 
used by electricians. 50 mm and 75 
mm are more commonly used as a 
means of temporarily joining 
dance floors. All rolls come as 33 
m lengths. To reach the quantity 
break volumes colours can be 
mixed [in multiples of 8 rolls for 19 
mm width]. These tapes are also 
useful for wrapping around ropes 

and wires prior to cutting and for colour coding tools and conduit 
tubes.
Thickness: 0.13 mm. Adhesion to steel: 2.4 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 180 %, Tensile 
strength: 26 N/10 mm. 

19 mm PVC Tape Industry standard. Roll 
colours may be mixed in units of eight.

19 mm PVC Tape [33 m]                     48 rolls+
colour   code     price   colour    code     price    colour   code     price       
Black  TAP120  £1.33  White   TAP121  £1.33   Grey   TAP127  £1.33 £1.03
Red   TAP122  £1.33  Blue     TAP123   £1.33   Yellow TAP130  £1.33 £1.03
Green  TAP124  £1.33  Orange TAP125  £1.33   Brown TAP128  £1.33 £1.03
Purple  TAP126  £1.33             Green/yellow stripe  TAP129  £1.33 £1.03

50 mm PVC Tape Often used to 
temporarily join dance floors. Roll colours may 
be mixed for box [18 rolls+] quantities.

50 mm PVC Tape [33 m]                18 rolls+
colour  code     price    colour    code      price   colour   code     price box
Black TAP220 £3.34  White   TAP221  £3.34  Grey   TAP227  £3.34£2.85
Red  TAP222 £3.34  Blue     TAP223 £3.34  Yellow TAP230 £3.34£2.85
Green TAP224  £3.34  Orange TAP225 £3.34  Brown TAP228 £3.34£2.85
                            Green/yellow stripes  TAP229 £3.34£2.85

75 mm PVC Tape Often used to 
temporarily join dance floors. Roll colours may 
be mixed for box quantities.

75 mm PVC Tape [33 m]             12 rolls+
colour  code     price    colour    code      price   colour   code     price box
Black TAP320 £4.21   White    TAP321   £4.21  Red     TAP322 £4.21 £3.59
Blue  TAP323 £4.21   Yellow  TAP330  £4.21 

Mask It A very low tack saturated paper which is 4’ wide. It should 
not damage existing wallpaper or paint and Mask It can be painted! 
Perfect for location work, just cover the existing wall coverings with 
Mask It and paint it whatever colour suits your shot. It will wrinkle 
when wet but soon dries out flat. After the filming is complete just 
peel it off to reveal the old wallpaper. Also useful for stencilling and 
general masking. 22.8 m rolls. Try a sample first  — we also sell it by 
the metre. Avoid using on flaking or poor surfaces.

Mask It [22.8m]   width code   price  code    22.8 m
          per m                full roll
     4 ft TAPMASKIT £15.70  TAPMASKITD  £303.93

Easy Cover Painting Tape 
Remarkable concept in adhesive masking. 
This smooth kraft paper has a self-adhesive 
strip along the top edge, that enables the 
painter to mask off large areas quickly and 
efficiently. Not suitable for use on fabrics.

Easy Cover Painting Tape [25 m]    width   code   price 
Narrow         180 mm  TAP4364180 £5.64
Wide          300 mm  TAP4364300 £9.50

Peelable Masking Paint is 
a unique system that will temporarily 
decorate or cover large structures 
indoors or outside for up to 12 months. 
When it is time to uncover again just 
peel it off. Use it to blank off unwanted 
signage, mask off complex areas, 

change the colour of items that need to be restored to their original 
state such as camouflaging helicopters or cars for film use. Use it as 
a protective cover during winter periods to keep the frost off varnish 
etc. Grey. Tack-free in approximately 140 mins.

Peelable Paint        size    code   price
           5 kg    PATSMG5 £71.65

2.4

Tradeline 
per 22.8 m

MASK IT

4 ft 
wide!

Right, Mask It peels 
away cleanly.

 Below, before and after 
application of Mask It.

Advance
quality

PVC ELECTRICIAN’S TAPE

PEELABLE MASKING PAINT

A textured backing 
paper peels away to 
reveal the tacky side
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Barrier Tape A non-adhesive barrier 
tape in soft plastic. Tie to objects to form 
temporary barriers. Very long 500 m rolls.

Barrier Tape [500 m]       width   code   price
Red/White         75 mm  TAP095  £9.18

Pyrotechnics Tape Non-adhesive 
barrier tape with “PYROTECHNICS IN USE DO 
NOT CROSS” plus logos stating No Smoking 
and No Mobiles. Red and black on white.

Pyrotechnics Tape [250 m]    width   code   price
          75 mm  TAP103  £23.85

Hazard Tape Distinctive self-adhesive 
hazard tape with broad diagonal bands. 
4 Red / White indicates danger/prohibition 
4 Black / Yellow indicates danger/hazard

Hazard Tape [33 m]       width   code   price
Red/White        50 mm  TAP091  £5.35
Black/Yellow        50 mm  TAP090  £5.35

Wet Paint Tape Non-adhesive barrier 
tape to encourage people to put their fingers 
on your paintwork to see if it really is wet. 
Reads “CAUTION WET PAINT” in 2” black 
lettering on yellow background.

Wet Paint Tape [91 m]       width   code   price
          75 mm  TAP097  £9.31

Overhead Working Tape Non- 
adhesive barrier tape with “Overhead Working, 
Do not cross” plus logos stating Hard Hats 
and Exclamation Mark. Black on yellow.

Overhead Working Tape [250 m]    width   code   price
          75 mm  TAP102  £21.23

Slip Way A unique 145 mm wide cloth 
tape especially designed to reduce the trip 
hazard of cables running across stages. Only 
the outside edges of this tape are adhesive, 
the tough inner section being plastic-lined 
so that cables can be pulled through without 

sticking. Even the adhesive strips have been selected to leave little 
residue on the stage floor. The top surface is black/yellow diagonal 
striped and it is printed with “ACHTUNG, CAUTION, ATTENTION”. Also 
available plain black. Really useful during fit-up periods.

Slip Way Tape [30 m]       width   code   price
Black/yellow        145 mm  TAP098  £32.92
All Black         145 mm  TAP099  £27.03

Arrow Floor Direction Tape This 
highly durable and high grip tape is perfect 
for guiding visitors through spaces, ensuring 
they follow any route you desire. Laminated 
for durability, the tape gives a continuous run 

of black arrows on the standard hazard yellow background. SPECIFICATION: 
Thickness: 52 microns, Adhesion to Steel: 24 N / 10 mm, Tensile Strength: 47 N / 10 mm

Arrow Floor Direction Tape [33 m]  width  code  price 36+
        50 mm TAPAFDT  £4.50 £4.25

Shrink Wrap Mainly used for wrapping pallets to 
protect them from rain and to help secure loose boxes 
in place. Available in black, to help prevent pilfering, 
and clear so you know what’s inside. It’s not adhesive 
but sticks to itself. 
Shrink Wrap [300 m]      code   price
   width    thk
Black 500 mm  23 microns TAPSWB  £13.60
Clear 500 mm  20 microns TAPSWC  £13.60

Roll and Stroll Protectors A useful product 
ideal for protecting surfaces near to redecoration or 
scenic work. 
4 Prevents costly damage to carpets/wooden floors
4 Quick and easy to unwind
4 Use it to protect glazed stage floors from gritty 
     shoes 4 Safer than dust sheets — reduce trip risk
4 Available in two types to suit carpets & hard floors

Roll and Stroll Protectors [25 m]    width   code   price
For carpets        600 mm  TAPROLL20 £18.00
For hard floors       600 mm  TAPROLLH20 £13.04

Gold & Chrome Tape Top quality 
bright chrome and gold polyester tapes 
for all sorts of decorative uses. 

Thickness: 50 micron. Adhesive base: acrylic. UV resistance: high. Temperature range: 0-180°C. 
Adhesion to steel: 2.74 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 110%. Tensile strength: 235 N/10 mm.

Gold and Chrome Decorative Tapes [50 m]        10+
width   thk          gold code      price      chrome code   price 
15 mm  50 microns         —             —       TAP3015C    £2.00         £1.80
19 mm  50 microns         —             —       TAP3019C    £2.93         £2.65
25 mm 50 microns   TAP3025     £3.72     TAP3025C    £3.72          £3.35
50 mm 50 microns   TAP3050     £7.02    TAP3050C   £7.02         £6.31

Premium Gold Foil Tape This is 
a much thicker metallic tape. At 80 
microns it is less likely to highlight 
woodgrain or blemishes in the substrate. 
Comes on a release liner. 

Adhesion: low. Thickness: 80 micron. Adhesive base: pressure sensitive. Temperature range 
in service: 5° – 80°C. 

Premium Gold and Foil Tapes [50 m]          10+
width   thk          gold code      price      chrome code    price
15 mm  80 microns   TAP10515     £7.73     TAP10515C    £7.73       £6.96
25 mm 80 microns   TAP10525    £12.79    TAP10525C    £12.78      £11.50
50 mm 80 microns   TAP10550    £25.33   TAP10550C   £25.33     £22.80

Aluminium Tape Ideal for securing 
foil to polystyrene plugs prior to casting. 
The reflective aluminium finish makes these 
tapes useful for many prop and scenic uses. 

Aluminium Tape [45 m]      width   code   price
          50 mm  TAP081  £3.57
          75 mm  TAP083  £5.38
          100 mm  TAP084  £7.16

2.7
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10+
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STRUCTURAL TAPES

Heat Resisting Black Foil Tape 
Blacktak is a heat resisting matt black foil 
tape which can be used to mask off lamps 
and light leaks without leaving residue. Do 
not confuse with “Black Tack”, the gungy, 
blobby tape [page 270]. See also Cinefoil 
[page 338].

Heat Resisting Foil Tapes [25 m]    width   code   price
Blacktak         50 mm  TAP071  £21.84
Matt Black Foil Tape     50 mm  TAP071MF £19.95

ReUseIt The revolutionary 
way to install flooring! Now you 
can install virtually any floor 
surface over any existing sub-
floor* without messy adhesives, 
or having to hire expensive 
flooring contractors. A semi-

permanent installation with permanent performance and feel! The 
ReUseIt system gives you all the benefits of a permanent installation 
with the ease of a semi-permanent installation without the use of top 
tape or the hassle of resetting your floor every two years. Yet when 
you need to remove the floor you simply peel it up and take it away. 
Simply purchase new supply of ReUseIt and install at your new location. 
Used ReUseIt can be removed from the sub-floor and thrown away. 
You can install it yourself and it’s idiot proof. 
*An exception is MDF which can be very dusty even when you think it is clean as because of 
the way it is made there are always particles in the pores. MDF is almost never used for any 
type of flooring but if it is used make sure it is sealed MDF so then bonding won’t be an issue.

ReUseIt [25 m]         width   code   price
          1 m     SSRU1000 £121.79

Clear Dance Floor Tape A clear 
heavy-duty vinyl self-adhesive tape with a low 
sheen. See also Tape Residue Remover . 
Adhesion To Steel: 2.6 N/10 mm. Elongation At Break: 300 
%. Tensile Strength: 16 N/10 mm. 

Clear Dance Floor Tape [33 m] thk  code   price   18 rolls+
    50 mm 0.15 mm TAP075  £5.89   £4.92

Grey Dance Floor Tape This slightly 
grey translucent tape works very well on 
the popular grey dance floors. See also Tape 
Residue Remover       . Adhesion To Steel: 3.5 N/10 mm. 
Elongation At Break: 130 %, Tensile Strength: 26 N/10 mm.

Grey Dance Floor Tape [33 m] width  code   price   18 rolls+
       50 mm TAP075G  £6.36   £5.67

Filament Cross-weave Tape This 
fibreglass-reinforced tape is incredibly strong 
and suitable for providing structural support 
in model making. The cross-weave filaments 
give the tap bi-directional strength. Specially 

formulated to give good adhesion to fibreboard surfaces. Adhesion To Steel: 
10 N/10 mm.  Elongation At Break: 5%.  Tensile Strength: 240 N/10 mm. Thickness: 120 microns

Filament Cross-weave Tape     25 mm [1”]  price 50 mm [2”] price
50 m      TAPFRCT25  £2.49 TAPFRCT50 £4.52

High Grab is a high quality double-sided 
cloth tape that will form an immensely strong 
bond between tape and surface, so strong it 
will tear veneers off plywood. Appears white. 
Also in Medium Tack version      . 

Adhesive: hydro carbon resin. Adhesion to steel: 11.5 N/10 mm. Tensile strength: 29 N/10 mm.
High Grab [50 m]        width   code   price 

          50 mm  TAP061  £9.98

Expo Tack is a tape which has one side 
low tack to avoid floor damage. The other 
side is medium to high grab. Choose this tape 
for temporary fixing of carpets to floors or 
for fixing drape surrounds to rostra. Apply 

the open side to the floor leaving the high tack for the carpet. It will 
remove without leaving residue. It is NEC approved. Transparent. 
Low tack side adhesion to steel: 1.2 N/10 mm. High tack side adhesion to steel: 9.2 N/10 mm. 
Temperature service range: -20° – +120°C.

Expo Tack [50 m]       width   code   price
          50 mm  TAP064  £10.75

Medium Tack is an economical general 
purpose tape which will release with 
reasonable ease. Acrylic adhesive and good 
transparency. The narrow width is often used 

to secure seams prior to sewing. 
Adhesion to steel: 5 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 140%. Tensile strength: 35 N/10 mm. Service 
temperature: -15° – 120°C. UV Resistance: excellent. 

Medium Tack [50 m]       width   code   price
          50 mm  TAP062  £5.50
          12.5 mm  TAP063  £1.84

Very High Bond Tape [VHB tape] 
Permanently bonds most metals, sealed 
wood, and glass as well as most plastics, 
composites and painted surfaces, with 

fantastic strength. Replaces rivets, spot welds, liquid adhesives and 
other fasteners. Ideal for decorative trims. Prepare surface with 
cleaner before adhering. 
Adhesion to steel: 30 N/10 mm. Temperature tolerance: Short term 149°C. Long term 93°C.

VHB Tape [30 m]     width thk    code   price
       19 mm 0.635 mm TAP4936VHB £76.18
Cleaning Sachet           TAPSCS  £0.48

Wipeout Plus This is an improved eco-friendly 
version of the old Wipeout. It now removes tape 
adhesive residue as well as scuffs, dye marks, unwanted 
stains and general grime. Penetrates, loosens, breaks 
down and dissolves many unwanted stains from all vinyl 
and non-porous surfaces. Pump spray bottle.
4 Clears away tape residue and scuff marks!
For Blue Rolls see page 351.

Wipeout Plus         size    code   price
          200 ml  SAFWP  £33.86

Isopropyl Alcohol Wipes These 
sealed wipes are great for small cleaning 
jobs such as preparing surfaces prior to 
adhering tapes. For Isopropyl Alcohol see 
page 57. For Blue Rolls see page 351.

Isopropyl Cleaning Sachet        code   price
Cleaning Sachet           TAPSCS  £0.48

Tradeline
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Toffee Tape  A pressure-
sensitive rubber resin adhesive 
designed for bonding to “difficult” 
substrates, such as polythene and 
polypropylene. It cannot be used in 

combination with plasticised PVC. Used for joining polythene sheeting, 
mounting lightweight items and making any product adhesive. It is 
considerably more sticky than the Black and White Tack below. It will 
hold quite heavy objects up for display purposes but it is a bit harder 
to remove than standard Black and White Tack. 

Toffee Tape [20 m]   width thk  code   price   20 rolls+
     19 mm 1 mm TAPM348 £9.95  £8.52

Black & White Tack The 
‘gungy’ double-sided tape, like a 
heavy duty Blue Tac. The article 
stuck by this method can be peeled 
off. Absolutely indispensable for 
positioning exhibition displays, 

price labels, props etc [our ABTT stand is normally held together with 
the stuff!]. Adhesion to steel: 10 N/10 mm.

Black/White Tack [22.5 m]    width   code   price
Black         19 mm   TAP069  £9.60
White         19 mm   TAP068  £9.60
For “Blacktak” heat resisting foil tape see page 269.

Gel Repair Tape An optically 
clear polypropylene film coated with 
a non-yellowing acrylic adhesive. 
This tape won’t be affected by 
exposure to UV light. Thin at just 89 
microns but still able to resist edge 

tears and splits. Specifically designed for splicing and repairing lighting 
gels and scrollers where temperature resistance and film stability are 
necessary. Thickness: 89 microns. Adhesion to steel: 3.33 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 
140%. Tensile strength: 70 N/10 mm. Service temperature range: -28°C – 82°C.

Gel Repair Tape [33 m]   width code   price   18 rolls+
       50 mm TAPGRT  £9.95   £8.84

Clear to the Core Tape  
Typically used to over-laminate 
labels etc. to provide extra 
protection. It makes a very smart 
means of sealing up cartons and 
boxes and it is useful for unobtrusive 

repairs. It is completely clear and will not yellow. It is stronger than 
cellophane and acetate. Biaxially oriented polypropylene film with a 
solvent-based acrylic adhesive. Adhesion to steel: 3.28 N/10 mm. Elongation at 
break: 140%. Tensile strength: 42 N/10 mm.

Clear to the Core [66 m]  width code   price   18 rolls+
       50 mm TAPJLARC50 £12.45   £11.20

Brown Gummed Paper Tape 
Available in 2 widths. Commonly used by 
picture framers, and artists. Useful for arts 
and crafts. Gummed on the inside.200 m roll.

Brown Gummed Paper Tape [200 m]   width   code   price
Brown         25 mm  TAPBGP25 £2.98
Brown         50 mm  TAPBGP50 £4.22

Non-Slip Tape Self-adhesive tape with 
a black gritted texture surface, suitable for 
step treads and any surface that forms a slip 
hazard. 

Adhesion to steel: 5.78 N/10 mm. Elongation at break 25 %. Tensile strength 23 N/10 mm.
Non-Slip Tape [18 m]       width   code   price

          50 mm  TAP076  £21.06

Luminous Non-Slip Tape  
A strong phosphorescent non-slip tape which 
glows in the dark. Tenacious adhesive. Ideal 
for marking the edges of get off treads. Often 

used on boat decks. See also plain luminous tape below      .
Adhesion to steel: 5.78 N/10 mm. Elongation at break: 25 %. Tensile strength: 23 N/10 mm.

Luminous Non-Slip Tape [18.5 m]    width   code   price
          25 mm  TAP7700  £24.84
          50 mm  TAP7701  £49.68

Luminous Tape Phosphorescent 
tape that retains light, when the lights go 
out it emits a yellow/green glow. Suitable 

for step edges, prop setting marks, scenery marks and any hazard 
identification. Self-adhesive. See also non-slip tape     . 

Luminous Tape [5 m]    width code   price   10 rolls+
       25 mm TAP065  £11.34  £10.21

Window Lead Tape A self-
adhesive lead tape for creating 
stain glass windows. Use with 
French Enamel Varnish and 
Hatolite Glass Paint see pages 28-
29. To darken and give an aged 
effect use Regasheen [page 90]

Window Lead Tape [50 m]  width     code   price
       4.5 mm     TAP161  £11.70
       6 mm     TAP162  £13.01
       9 mm     TAP163  £15.16
       12 mm     TAP164  £23.47

Parcel Tape Standard quality strong 
brown parcel tape. For use with tape 
dispenser guns for all those packaging tasks. 
The rolls are 66 m long but I’m not sure why. 
I wonder who decides these things or is it 
just random? For bubble wrap see page 351.

Parcel Tape [66 m]    width code   price   36 rolls+
       50 mm TAP070  £2.31   £2.07

Universal Tape Gun A parcel tape 
gun to speed up sealing boxes etc. This new 
version is great because it can take virtually 
any core-size. Our warehouse team think 
works much better than the old type too!

Dispenser Gun    code   price
 takes width
 50 mm     TAP072N  £7.50

10.0
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Neoprene Tape Foam self-adhesive 
sound-deadening tape. The 25 mm wide x 6 
mm thick tape is useful under rostra tops to 
prevent rattling and drumming. Use tabs on 

stage doors to silence them. Other widths and thicknesses are 
available to order.

Neoprene Tape [10 m]    code  price  10 rolls+ 50 rolls+
width   thk
25 mm  6 mm  TAP085  £6.97   £5.40  £4.99

Self-Amalgamating Tape 
Conventional self-amalgamating rubber tape 
which bonds to itself and not to your fittings. 
The 100 mm wide version is commonly used 
as a mast coat and will effectively make a 

watertight seal over large gaps (available only at 1.5 m length). The 
25 mm width is available in a 10 m length. 

Self-Amalgamating Tape     width   code   price
Black 10 m        25 mm  TAPPS1205 £11.85
Black 1.5 m        100 mm  TAPPS1220 £9.02

Rescue Tape 
The ultimate multi-purpose repair tape!  
Rescue tape is an award-winning self-fusing 
silicone repair tape for emergencies and all-
purpose repairs. It is the strongest, fastest 
fusing repair tape. Just stretch Rescue Tape 
and wrap it around any object and it will fuse 
onto itself. 

4 Wrap tool handles for great non slip grip
4 Whips the ends of ropes

4 Waterproof electrical connections and terminals
4 Seals leaky hoses, pipes, tubing & fittings [up to 8 Bar]
4 Resists 260°C and insulates to 8,000 volts [or 12,000 v Industrial]
4 Use it as an emergency fan belt
4 Works — and can be applied — under water!
4 Leaves no sticky residue

Rescue Tape [3.65 m]   width   thk    code   price
Red      25 mm  0.5 mm  TAPRESSR £8.98
Yellow     25 mm  0.5 mm  TAPRESSY £8.98
Blue      25 mm  0.5 mm  TAPRESSBL £8.98
Clear      25 mm  0.5 mm  TAPRESSC £8.98
Black     25 mm  0.5 mm  TAPRESSB £8.98
White     25 mm  0.5 mm  TAPRESSW £8.98

P.T.F.E. Tape Used to lubricate and seal 
air hose joints.

P.T.F.E. Tape [5 m]       width   code   price 
          12 mm   TAP077  £0.86

For P.T.F.E. Spray see page 351.

Self-Adhesive Hook and Loop 
The best quality hook and loop with a 
powerful self-adhesive backing. It has a huge 
range of uses [securing props, drapes, scenic 
pieces, costumes, special effects, etc.]. We 

supply hook or loop in black or white. For non-adhesive tape see     .
Self-Adhesive [25 m]   black price white price 10 + rolls

Hook  25 mm TAP172 £14.42 TAP170 £14.42 £10.25
Loop  25 mm TAP173 £14.42 TAP171 £14.42 £10.25
Hook  50 mm TAP176 £22.66 TAP174 £22.66 £18.49
Loop  50 mm TAP177 £22.66 TAP175 £22.66 £18.49

Hook and Loop [Non-adhesive] Occasionally it is preferable 
to have the hook and loop tapes with no adhesive, either so it can be 
sewn in place or so that a special adhesive can be applied for specific 
applications. We only hold stocks of non-adhesive hook and loop in 
25 mm wide black. We can order other sizes or colours on request.

Non-Adhesive Hook and Loop [25 m ]  width   code   price
Hook          25 mm  TAP172NA £13.82
Loop          25 mm  TAP173NA £13.82

One Wrap This is one of the most 
useful products in the catalogue. One 
Wrap is a black double-sided hook and 
loop fastener. The hooks are on one side 
and the loops are on the other. Just 
wrap it around and it will secure to itself! 
It allows the tape to be used as a 
replacement to cable ties or as a tidy for 

hemp lines, extension leads or airlines. It leaves no sticky mess 
associated with adhesive tapes and no sharp edges like those on 

nylon cable ties. It is surprisingly strong yet easy to release. A roll of 
this on tour will keep everything neat and tidy. 20 mm is the most 
popular size.

One Wrap [25 m]   width  code  per m code   per 25 m
                 full reel
    16 mm   GEN244 £1.37 GEN244D  £26.35
    20 mm  GEN245 £1.57 GEN245D  £31.86
    25 mm  GEN246 £1.64 GEN246D  £35.86
    50 mm  GEN248 £2.96 GEN248D  £65.20

For Cable Ties and Wrap Backs see page 335.

3M Dual Lock A reclosable fastening 
system made up of 25 mm x 25 mm black 
plastic squares of mushroom-like hooks that 
is 5 times stronger than Velcro. Useful for 
hanging pictures, fixing removable panels 

and securing set dressing. There is no “hook” or “loop”. Each square 
locks onto another with a precise action. Backed by a rubber adhesive. 
Sold individually. 

3M Dual Lock   LxW    code   price   300+
Each    25 x 25 mm   TAP190  £0.47   £0.34

3M Duotec Transparent If you 
need to secure glasses, crockery or other 
props which are used during stage action 
this transparent tape using the same precise 

action of the Dual Lock     will solve the problem. Backed by VHB acrylic 
adhesive. Sold in a 100 mm strip or a 25 m roll.

Duotec Transparent       width   code   price
100 mm Strip        25 mm  TAPDUOT100 £0.49
25 m Roll         25 mm  TAPDUOT025 £99.00

SELF-BONDING TAPES

PLUMBING TAPES

HOOK AND LOOP TAPES
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